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Near Earth Object Fuels (neo-fuels):
Discovery, Prospecting and Use

AnthonyC.ZupperoandMichaelG. Jacox
IdahoNationalEngineeringLaboratory

August25, 1992

Abstract systemsenablethe useof these materials?
Canwe usesolarpower?

The 1992 discoveryof a water-ice,near-Earthobject Canthe costsbe lowerthanlaunchingthesame materials
('NEe) in the spacenear Earth is evaluated asa sourceof intospacefromEarth?
rocket fuel and life support materials for Earth orbit use. Howmuchlower?Underwhatconditions?.
Nuclear thermal rockets usingsteampropellant are Canthe waterlowerthecostformannedmissionsto Mars?
evaluated and suggested.The spacegeological formation Couldwe keepourcurrentscheduleto goto Mars,butat
containing suchwater-rich NEO's is described.An a muchlowercost?
architecture couplesnear-Earthobject fuels (nee-fuel) Couldwe takemanymorepeoplefor thesamecost?
extraction with use in Earth orbits. Preliminary mass Isthe discoverybigenoughto initiatetheexodusof people
payback analysesshow that spacetanker systemsfueled intospace?
from spacecan return in excessof 100 times their Or isit justan interestingdiscoveryofsomewhatuseful
launchedmass from the NEe, per trip. Preliminary cost spacematerials?
estimatesindicate nee-fuel costsat Earth orbit can be 3 What shouldwedo next?Shouldwe begina gigantic
ordersof magnitude below today'scost. A suggested . programnow?
resourceverification plan is presented. Or shouldwe beginthe smallestpossibleprospectingand

assayprogramto verifythe valu_of thenewly
discoveredresources?

Introduction What is conservativeplanto investigatethemostlikely
goodcandidateobjects?

Issue: High Cost To Access Space Can this discoverycanchangethe wayweaccessspace?
Extremely high cost handicaps our ability to use the

space near Earth for remote sensing, surveillance,

navigation and communications,and preventsus from Discoveries
occupying and industrializing space. The mot cause is that
we must launch from Earth everything we will ever need
in space,especially the propellants and fuels to change our Active Comet & Enabling Propulsion
orbits and to rapidly position our satellites. The launch Two discoveries came to fruition this year.
costs are so high becausethe rocket fuel massrequired to Astronomers discovered a rocket propellant/fuel object in
launch a given payloadis solarge, the spacenearEarth. And engineersdiscovereda simple

meansto bring the materials back to Earth orbits.
What developments would change this?We needa

sourceof rocket propellants (fuels) in spacethat we can Fuel/Propellant Resources In Space
easilyextract. And we needa very simple way to usethe An active comet has beendiscoveredin the swarm of
fuels. The discovery this year of nee-fuels might have the asteroidal NEe's, whoseorbits crossor come close to that
potential to completely changethe way we accessspace, of Earth. Wetherill (1991) predicted that the f'mal
To determine if nee-fuel even qualifies we need to answer meta-stable solar orbit for comets is a swarm centeredjust
a few basic questions,such as: pastMars (2.2 AU) and on the orbital plane of the Earth,

Whatisthe extentofthediscovery? • and with perihelia that come closer to the Sun than Earth.
Dethe objectscontainwater,asclaimed? This formation happensto be indistinguishable from the
Isthe wateronthemaccessible?Or isittoodeeportoo observedswarm of NEe's, which orbit the Sun _,'ween

difficu,1to extract? the orbit of Mercury and somewherepast Mars. Figure 1
Aretheremanyofthem,orarewe dependentonjustone? shows this swarm,courtesyof Sykes.The object "1979
Istheremorethanjustrocketfuelonthem? VA" was an object in that formation and was thought to be
Dothey havethebasicresourcestofeedplantsandmake a carbonaceous,soft rock containing --10% water as

spacehabitable? hydrated mineral. On 14Aug 1992 Bowell (1992) reported
Canwebringbackthe waterto orbitsaboutEarth? through the Central Bureau for Astronomical Telegrams
Canweusethewaterinsimplesteamrocketsfor that this object was in fact an active comet, as predicted.

propulsion? Wilson and Harrington observedits "tag" in 1949. Figure
Donuclearthermalrocketsorspacenuclearpower 2 shows a segment of this 1949 survey plate, courtesy

IdahoNationalEngineeringLaboratory,PO Box1625, IdahoFalls,Idaho83415. Thisworkwasinpartsvoportedby theU.S.
Departmentof Energy,AssistantSecretaryforNuclearEnergy,Officeof SpaceandDefensePowerSystemsunderDOEcontract
No.DE-AC07-761D01570 -1-
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''°" ". _ • " (,*'" " ° • ''_,.-'.* .... •lt,.-.. ., 10(30meter deep pit is 10,000 times easier than on• " "" "..•°•tQ,.. Q.." " " _ • °°" " . . ""." "'" °..0 ,

.....:-' . °...."':° ..'-:"..'..-.'"_:' : "" ' ..."".,:e....'",.."..."...,............. Earth. Similarly, a small, 1 ton thrust rocket would
. . • • • ., :..-........... -. launch 10,000 tons away from the comet.

• .- . ,..' "" . . • ",..,,.;..-'*.,., "•

. ....:..• ....;...'.;:';....:.. Heat Melts Frezen Mud
....... We wouldextractthewaterby heatingthe

' = " :.;2,': :'_ •.... •' "" ' " frozen mud to just above boiling. In the vacuum of_' • .:.'. : . ".'..•. i "
, ._.:. "" space this temperature is about 1 Celsius. Then we
• ' ' , . wouldseparatethedirt andstonesfrom thevapor,

...'..... .. . for example, by using a 1meter diameter vortex
• -,:". • flow chamber (see Stone, 1975). We would

" ":" " " "" "": condense the cold steam to get pure water.• . ". '"'.'Z. ".,
; • "°:.

•.,-""... How much energy would it take to do this? A
• '" small nuclear reactor with about 1% of the power of

. the reactor in a nuclear submarine could melt melt
:" ' :'_ "-::"." nearly 19,1300tons of water per year. A 2 Megawatt• .. ,'::. ..,..• .

• "" ":;. thermal heat source would provide the 2.2 MJ / kg to
'""" :.. melt the frozen mud to 1 Celsius vapor at near water

. •"' "" ..-:..':."_." ...."'" "_ triple point conditions if it operates on a 5800 hour
. ..-. .

.. .:'.-- .." ,:;_... per year schedule.
'.. .. , . ,..'...._, : _."

• : • ''. • _:,

• • "" • . • "."" ..'" .," One might note that a Titan IV launch could

g2 " .....':• ' .. • ...... ,' ,. o .'..: .,. send such a 2 Megawatt thermal, 200 Kilowatt
Ju ,'19 ' ":" •.... '"• . ..,, ,.. • .. electric system to nearly anywhere this side of

' Dr.M_ _yt=,s==,,,_o_r;,=o@.'_.o=.'ud,_

.?o .. •

FigureI Theobjectsandorbitsof the208 knownNEO'sas ". I " _,. ,,,,"', •m,. tl,,._ "- . "0_.....'."

of22 July1992showa swarmengulfingthespacenear - , • ' - ,,_. ";°,f ° :"" ° ,= l
Earth'sorbit.Thechanceofencounteringa NEOis "-'_ ' ' _, .

lP

proportionalto thedensityofdotsina region.Halfof the " _ ' _ ", - ', .... • ,o ," "" . ,
objectsareexpectedto containwaterinsomeform.Some ,, ,' " ," ,,t- ' '. •" ' '" - .

Ib q 't':,o , _. .. " . " • •
fractionare expectedto becometremnants•One isknownto . =" A" ;_ ," " , i - ." ,= ':.,
be a comet:(4015) 1979VA = WilsonHarrington. • . .o J. -iBr,_ • .. *..o •

" , ' "_'n'_ " 11 'P • q,

Shoemaker. They did not have enough observations in , '" •t ,,,/lE ":- , • ,, , " Z"" •
1949 to give a good orbit. The observations of 1979 VA, all) . ,. _ _ ,". •°,, ,,.
numbered object (4015), provided the precise orbit _ ,_i-/,, .,_lg i@ • ,,, ,
required to be able to look back into the photographic ",wr / ._ "_l" " ' "_.,-'' • • _ •

plates of astronomical history to see if the object was ever _ -" ',_'- • ,, •

observed in the past. lt was, as a comet. _/, ,,'= . Z . - ,,.
,-,... • . .' ,,==,Q

Resources • . , ,_' ' • .' 'i. ,
"=" O_ •

Sensors passing through the comet tail and other • q) ,
direct, satellite measurements of the comet Halley _ , ,,, . , ,
indicated that comet interiors contain permafrost or frozen
mud at -50 Celsius. Figure 3 shows comets are covered by
a layer between 10 cm and 10 m thick of dirt and/or • . • .
extremely dark carbonaceous sooty material. The • • ....
composition is approximately -50% water ice, -10% CO _" ' . •
and CO2, and -0.5% of a conglomerate of Carbon, _ • ,
Hydrogen, Oxygen andNitrogen (CHON) materials. See SurveyPlate courtesy(3.Shoemaker21Aug92
Huebner (1990), Fanale (1991) andLebofsky (1991). trot sightingin 1949,byWilson & Harrington.
These are the raw materials to make rocket propellant,
constructionmaterialsandplantfood,andare crucialto Figure 2 Comet(4015) 1979VA "WilsonHarrington,
sustaininglife in space, shownherewitha tail ina 1949plate,isabout5 km across

• andmayhaveabout100Billion(1E11)metrictonsof water
Low Gravity Essential ice. It'sgravityisverylowandabout1/10,000thatof Earth,

We canmine theentireNEO becauseit hasnegligible which iscrucialfor it to beusefulto us.Itsorbitperihelionis
gravity.Forexample,thedifficulty of lifting massfroma 1•003AU (Earthis 1.00000)andhasa 4.296yearperiod.
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means a heavy radiator is required to radiate waste heat to
space. On Earth the air or water simply convects or

Heat conducts it away, using heat exchangers weighing orders
of magnitude less than their space counterpart. The cold
ice would provide just such a conductive heat sink.

Heat & Comet Mass Produce Hydrogen
The gas shift reaction uses 1100 C heat, water and

carbon to yield gaseous hydrogen and carbon monoxide or
carbon dioxide. This produces hydrogen without

organictar, electricity. Electricity is very expensive to produce in
refractories space. A nuclear reactor is a very compact thermal heat

source. And hydrogen is an ideal nuclear thermal rocket
H20 (NTR) propellant.
NH3 Hydrogen

CO J gas electricity Simple Electric Production

CO2 _ ,_/ A simple but inefficient use of the water ice resource

CHON g_n/ would produce electricity using an "open cycle" system. A

Oxy steam turbineoperating at 500 Celsius would exhaust

gas _¢; directly to the vacuum of space or to a -50 Celsius ice pile.
Liquified This would allow compact, multi-ten turbinesystems to

Hydrogen& producehundredsof Megawatts of shaft horsepower. This

_ Oxygen would allow relatively low mass systems to generatehundreds of Megawatts of electricity.
plantfood,rocketfuels,
propellants,constructionmaterials This processwouldwasteresourceandsowould

probablyonly heusedin severecircumstances.For
example,if the cometwereona collisioncoursewith
Earth,thennudgingtheentirebodyoff courseasfastas

Figure3 Heat liberatesorconvertscometraw . possiblemight warrantinefficientuseof itscontents.
materialsintorocketfuelsandpropellants,plant Architecture for use
foodandconstructionmaterials.

Figure 4 shows how a system to obtain and use
Jupiter. nee-fuel would resemble terrestrial systems to extract and

deliver oil. The equivalent of a drill rig would extract and
Electricity Provides Fuels purify waterat thecomet.A spacetankerwouldtakeon

Eleclaolysisseparateswaterinto hydrogenand thewaterpayloadandusesomeof thewaterin itsown
oxygengases.Compressorsandcoolerscondensethe rocketsto nudgethetankerto intoa barelycapturedEarthorbit.At Earthorbit it wouldtransferthe watertoa holding
gasesinto cryogenicliquidrocketfuels, tankin spaceandgobackfor more.Theholdingtank orbit

How muchenergydoesit taketo separatethewater wouldbecontrolledsothatit slowly decaysto anorbit
into fuel and condense it? How heavy are the required closer to Low Earth Orbit (LEO). There, a fuel processing
systems? The International Space University "International and dispensing facility would service gas stations.

Asteroid Mission" study (ISU 1990) sketched just such a At LEO users would buy the fuel and use it to take
system and provided a credible point design to estimate the communication and weather satellite vehicles to
weight and energy needed. Their distillation device uses
0.8 MW to purify the water. Their electrolysis and Geosynchronous Earth Orbit (GEe), navigation satellites
radiator system uses 3.2 MW to separate the water. A to a Medium Earth Orbit (MEO), and for other, defense
liquefier and radiator consunles 1.2 MW electric to liquefy system uses. This would provide a market to make profit.

Hydrogen, and 0.6 MWe runs the Oxygen liquefier. This Once the infrastructure is in piace, the cost of space
would produce 76 kg/tu"cryogenic Liquid Hydrogen and fuels is estimated to be low enough to transport minerals610 kg/hr Liquid Oxygen. Operating for 5400 hrs / yr
their system would produce 3.7 kilotons per year and ' and metals to Earth itself from close-by NEO's.
consume 5.8 Megawatts electric. Their 200 ton system
would process a few thousand tons per year, or 0.63 Several options to use the comet mass (nee-mass)include using the water itself as "fuel." Doing so would use
kilotons per year per Megawatt electric, about twice as much water over what would be used if the

water were converted to liquid hydrogen and oxygen. But
Ice = Heat Sink if water is cheap enough then simplicity may dominate.

A compressor to liquefy the gasses can use the cold, One could use solar heated steam rockets. This would
-50C temperature of the comet permafrost as a heat sink in permit us to keep the nuclear systems in deep space and
piace of very heavy radiators. Space is a thermos jar. This
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Many Fuel Objects In Formation
ar_ How many fuel objects are close to us? How close are

Very Ne water: they? What AV must a rocket achieve to cause a payload
EarthComet rocketfuelore capture into an Earth orbit? What AV is required to

& propellant prospect for and assay these objects? Figure 5 gives an

"__,_ estimate of the AV distance of the best known resource

candidates. Shoemaker (1978) provided the closed form
AV estimate for perfectly phased orbital transfers between

Tanker the elliptic orbit of a NEt and a circular orbit of the Earth.
This is the least AV that would ever be required. In
practice, the AV will always be higher than the stated

value. Fortunately, objects in elliptic orbits spend most oftheir time near aphelion, allowing orbital phasing
Bulk maneuvers to be achieved without too much excess AV. A
Depot _ quick statistical evaluation evaluation using Friedlander

//'_"_ _ (1990) data suggests that a 15% to 30% increase in Vo.
Communications, t can be expected.

(3PS, Weather Fuels _," The table includes a 50% margin at Earth capture to
and TVSatellites ._¢ • water provide the required excess AV. The table also shows the

IV hydrogen . closest and farthest distance from the Sun, the orbit
/_oxygen inclination, the relative velocity of a tanker vehicle coming
/_ PlantFood to Earth from the object (V**)and the rendezvousvelocity
/_ • Ammonia/Urea at thecomet.

y _\ • CarbonDioxide

__ • Water The threeusefulkindsof NEt are1.knowncomets,
/ \. xL Construction 2. spent comets, and 3. low temperature hydrated clays.

Earth / _ m)terlals Thepossiblyremainderusefulofrocks.theNEt's are minerals, metals and other

Comet object (4015) 1979 VA = Wilson Harrington,
(VA) is close in the sense that it has a capture AV of about

Ian 4.6 km/s. Almost ali of this lies in the relative velocitynedships between VA and Earth, labeled in the table as "Earth$ ace ,,P

GasTruck _" : fully sh=elded captureV**. Theobjectspendsmostof its time nearits
_1_,_, f/. *synthetic gravity aphelion of 4.3 AU. Its orbit is inclined by about 2.8

• large degrees and has a 4.3 year period.
The NEt Oljato shows strong evidence for water

sublimation. Russel and Arghavani (1930-1990) shows
that each time Oljato passes by Venus it disrupts the

Figure 4 Extractingand usingcomet fuels,propellants magnetic field associated with the solar wind. The
andmaterialsinspaceissimilarto oilextractionand explanationmostfitting the datais that the solarUV
deliveryon Earth.Thefuelsareextractedatthecomet ionizesthewatervapor sublimingawayfromOljato.
andtransportedinbulkbya spacetankerthatusessomp McFadden(1991)hasobserveda UV burstjust after
ofitspayloadasfuel.At Earthorbita largeprocessing Oljato perihelion,alsoindicatinga watervaportail. The
anddispensingfacilityservicesgas stations.Usersofthe Indianname"Oljato" means"moonlightwater,"perhaps

suggesting Native American s observed a tail at some time
fuels would send commercial communication, weather, in history.
newsand navigationsatellitesto highorbit,lttakes3
poundsoffuelat lowEarthorbitto senda eachpoundof Ostro(1992)reportsthatAdonishasa radarspectrum
satelliteto itsoperationalorbit, like that of Calisto, the large water moon of Jupiter.

only use solar power near Earth. A'Heam (1992) reports the possibility of water frost
forming on the asteroid Ceres during its spring time.

An incidental use would be to industrialize space.
Manned missions would become affordable. There are about 170 known, active comets in a

formation called the "periodic comets." Ali these lie
The key question applying to all the above uses is the roughly in the ecliptic plane and have semi-major axes

cost. This will be addressed later, roughly in the asteroid belt. At least half a dozen are
"close" in the AV sense.



Closest Approach to Sun. A.U.

F,_..t_.nc_F,_msu,,A.u. space tanker? Suppose we can choose to use
I I Orbit plane, degrees

_ t _=,hc,m,=v** chemical propulsion, also fueled from space, or
_ _ _ wo_t ,tcom= steam propulsion or hydrogen propellant,

NTR's. Which would haul the largest payload?
ShoemakerTable22aug92 H t .............._ _ t _ Suppose we operated the steam NTR reactors at
net-comet & candidates , _ _ I ....i.........Av .........AV.... far below their rated maximum temperature, for
#4015 1979 VA ..........._'.-_!.0.....5:3L.2._.....8.?._0.-! 4.6 6.9 whatever reason. How would this affect

. = Wils0n-Harrington O]jato o:6 3.712.5 7.:.6.......!..7. 5.7 8.1 payback?

.................................._................. Ad0nis 0.4.....3.3! 1.4 7.1...._3..26.7 -9-'1..... Figure 6 sketches the basic elements of a

................. Ceres 2.6 3.0! 10.6. 7.3 4.5 8.2 10.6 space tanker. The propellant or fuel, contained
n_-c0mets .........................................................................._,[ vm/, km/s kmJs in the {nnermost bladder, is fed to the rocket

P/duToit-Hartley 1.2 4.812.9 8.6[0.6 • 5.5 7.8 engine attached to the structure. The payload,
__i___'___.i......................_?___??i___- 'ii/Finiay -i.o" 61ii 317:9.3_0:2 5.9 8.0 water, is frozen by space and engulfs the

P/Neujmin 2 t.3 4.9 s.4 8.7[0.9 5.9 8.1 propellant bladderas an armoring shield.
P/Tuttle-Giaoobini-Kn=sak 1.1 5.1 9.2 9.2[ 015 6.0 8.2 Insulation is placed between the propellant and

'P/Howell 1.4 4.9 4.4 8,7 1.21 6.2 8.4 armor. The tanker performance is a strong.........................

P/Hanexla-Campos La! 5.6 4.99:_I 0.8 6.2 8.4 function of the engine performance, measured
__ ......_-i_/_hW=_sm=_-_ehmaiiaY9.9i 5.2.!!.4 9.4_ 0.6 6.3 8.4 by its SpeCificimpulse, and the tank capacity

P/Wirtanen 1.11s.1 lt.7....9.4i 016 6.4 8.5 pertank mass, measured as a ratio.
............................P-if_auiyam-OV_3-=asimenko-????;?.?_3_____5.L_.7..U___9:3i??.-?.9;96.5 8.6
-Recentl discovered NEO's '....................._....................................................................I......... The tankmostlyneedstobestrongenough

1991BN (400 m diana) 0.9 2-0 3.4 4.si o.8 2.5 5.2 tOcontain the vapor pressure of the propellant
1990MF (100mdiem) 1.o 2.5 1.915.9 0.2 2.7 5.3 or fuel. But it may not need to provide much,.

....................... i9900S(300mdi_a)- 0.9 2-4 _.1_5.7 0.5 2.9 5.5 structure to hold the fuel in an acceleration, like
1990UQ (1000 m diem) 0.8 2.3 3.7 5.6 1.1 3.4 6.0 it would if it were resting on the surface of the

..........................i990-UA......(300mdi_) .....0.s 2.7 Lo:_6._ E2 3.9 6.5 Moon, the Earth or Mars.

1991BA (10mdiana) o.7 3.8 2.oi 7.7 1.3 5.3 7.6 Figure 7 shows the payback ratio for an.......................................................................... _.........

Hydrated NEt's i entire family of propulsion and tank
.................................... !.9__8_8_TA___(__t__. C!__ 0.8 2.5 2.7! 5.8 1,2 3.6 6.2 performances. The figure plots payback as a

Ra-Shalom (type C) 0.5 E2 15.8 4.4 3.0 4.$ 7.2 function of rocket performance, measured by
1986JK(typeC) 0.9 4.7 zl 8.5 0.4 5.2 7.4 the specific impulse in kilo-seconds.The family
1987PA (type C) of curves represents the effect of propellant tank

performance. This in mm reflects the conditions
in space where the system does not need to

Figure 5 Thetabledescribesthemostaccessiblefuelobject accelerate very much.
candidates, lt shows an approximate minimum t_Va rock&must
developto probeeachobject,andanythir,g underabout8 km/sis The figureshowsthat specificimpulses
"close."ThetablealsoshowsanapproximateminimumAVa space between0.150and0.250 kilo-secondscanresult
tankerwouldhaveto developto bringa tankervehicleintocaptured in paybackratio'sin excessof 100to 1.Thetank
Earthorbitfromeachobject.Anythingunderabout6.5 krrVsis"close." performancein therangeof 500to 4000

represents a tank similar to a garbage bag

Recently discovered NEt's must contain some bladder. A 1/2 pound garbage bag can hold about 32
percent hydrated clay objects. Many of these objects are gallons of water, or about.500 times it mass. But only if
relatively small and most have very low capture AV, less the bag is in zero G, as one could simulate by filling the
than 3 km/s. The valuable ones never land on Earth garbage bag with water in a swimming pool. Calculations
because they crush too easily. This makes them explode on indicate that water bladder tanks holding in excess of 4000
entry to the atmosphere. Earth-monitoring satellite data times their mass can be readily constructed for these
suggests about 3 such events per year occur with delivered applications.
energy between 1 and 100 Kilotons (1 kiloton is defined as
1El2 calories). See Jacobs and Spalding (1992) and The data for this figure is patterned after Zuppcro
Wetherill (1992). The close hydrated clays are (1992). A ship using 20 tons tanks, 20 tons engines and
exceptionally attractive because of their easy access and structure and developing 8 GWatts thermal for 1 day
short trip time. would deliver about 10,600 tons to HEEO.

Note that a water reactor operating between 500 C
Mass Payback and 1200C providestherequiredspecificimpulse.These

How muchmorepayloaddo we getbackcomparedto
the,.machinerylaunchedtoget it? Supposewelaunchjust reactorsusewell developedtechnology.
anemptyspacetanker,fuel it from space,anduseit to The mostun-intuitivefeatureof the figure is that in
haulpayloadbacktoEarthorbit.What is theratioof • ali cases,increasingtherocketperformancebeyonda limit
payloadto tanker?Whatare theessentialelementsof a resultsin rapidlydiminishingpayloads.
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20,000

--ICE Payload _ 5_kCa__

armoring
CD
r-

lsulation . o

_pellant
O3

Tank D too much

Water "_ 10,00( _. 800 Celsius "_propeilant
= ....N ..... _ .. - ....propellant

orfuel _ _. _accep table '_'
12ooc lsiu

Structure a. . _,,,_ "__

"q_'_,._Rocket Engine,
e.g. steam NTR

0 : : = ; = : : :
Figure6 A spacetankerconsistsof a 6.3 25. too. 400. 1600.
rocketenginepushingona structurethat EnginePower,Megawatts
holdsthepropellantor fueltanks,andthe Figure 8 A lowpower,lowweightrocketenginecan
payload, deliverlargepayloadsatthecostofpropellant--gravityloss.

Butthesurpriseisthattile thelossremainsreasonable
evenwithenginesas lowas25 Megawattsfordelivered

Power Reduces Waste payloadsof 500 tonsfromnee-comets.
What range of propulsion power is required to effect

a capture?Themeasureof performanceis thepropellant Cost Estimates
wasted. As the decelerating rocket power goes up, the
capture maneuver time at Earth becomes smaller and How much would the fuel cost? A spreadsheet model
smaller, the maneuver approaches a perfect one and the suggests that if a program to provide the fuel charged
propellant waste factor, called "gravity loss," approaches" $3000 per pound to go to orbit, and 4 times that much for
zero. Figure 8 shows that to return a 500 ton payload from hardware, then the cost of the fuel could be less than $100
an object with mission AV like that of VA would would per pound, as shown in Figure 9. The model assumed 2
require steam reactors between 25 and 500 Megawatts. year orbit round trips, like missions to the NEO Apollo.
Powell and Ludewig (1989) calculated 3000 Megawatt This fimt situation assumes the users would not pay to
reactors would weigh less than 4000 kg. Systems using amortize the development of the vehicles or the
these reactors are sm'di enough to be launched using infrastructure.
today's Titan IV.

Payloaddclivmcd
p=_,=_=+_ waterat

3o0. 1200CT . _...,,_,,_._ 100: 1payback(good)
/ Roo£'. /'-_09s _ "50oC"doabletoday

0 25o.4 --- - _-. /" j. -;-_.=,_'_._,_ "4000"tankbladderfactordoabletoday

=: 2o0. 35£4
/ ,-" s.-"s;2-'--..__TANK PERFORMANCE:

150.

100.

50.

............ I .......... r_ " I i I a

t .12 .15 .19 .2"3 .28 .35 ._ ._ .85 .81 1. 1.22 1.51 1,86 2.29 2.82 3.47 4.28 5.27 6.49 8.-so. ROCKETPERFORMANCE

12 Aug 92 specificimpulse(kilo-seconds)

Figure 7 Thepayloadreturnedper launchedtankercan exceed100to 1 fora nuclearheated,steamrocketpropelled
spacetransportationsystem.Thekey isthattherocketfuel(propellant)isentirelysuppliedinspaceandisnotlaunched.
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neo-fuel Selling Price, $ per pound Selling Price, $ per pound
$10o ...... •.=.===• $50 ...... •=.••==•

k I
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Figure 9 Userswould payof order$100 per poundfor Figure 10 Coststo userscould plummetexponentiallyto
the neo-fuelif the space transportationsystemwere -dollars per poundif a launchsystemcan be used that
fundedlike a governmentprogram.The Lineof Creditto charges$100 per poundto LEO, from Earth. Investors
put the architecturein place wouldbecompletelyfunded wouldcompletelypayoff their lineof credit at 8% interest•
by government.Thascould be likethe initialsystem•

Hares. These are the two most crippling problems we need
The second situation models a commercial venture. A to solve before people can take long, several year journeys

line of credit at 8% interest pays for development and to in space. By providing enough space per person, we also
use some future, commercial launch system that delivers solve the most pressing psychological problem of space,
payloads to orbit for $100 per pound. Figure 10 shows that that of confined living spaces. Some occupants might
after an infrastructure building period the costs appear to become dizzy, just as some oceangoing passengers get
plummet exponentially. This result is strongly dependent seasick.
on the trip time for the NEO orbit and on the mandate that

the line of credit be nearly completely paid off at the end. For example, a space vehicle shaped like a racing tire
of the program, with 8% interest, with 1meter thick ice walls, with 34 meters dimension and

rotating at 8.3 seconds per revolution would weigh 2000
The cost of neo-fuel is some fraction of the cost to go tons. At the volume locations where a person would

to orbit. Low cost to orbit means permit low cost experience between 1/2 and 1 G it would provide about 90
development of space machinery, living spaces each as large as a very large motel room of

92 cubic meters. If the mold were made of advanced
MannedMissionsu_ingne0-mass carbonfibercompositesit wouldweigh lessthan 13tons.

Themold wouldbestrongenoughto hold 1/3atmospheric
Neo-massenablesmassivemannedspacevehicles pressureandsupportwaterfluid undergoingthe20 milli G

from modestmasslaunches.Bothwaterandliquefied accelerationof a trans-Marsinjectionmaneuverfromhigh
refractoriesreadilyfreezeto a solid in space.We canuse elliptic Earthorbit. Thisvery large, biologicallyand
this propertytoconstructmassiveshipsbylaunchingonly psychologicallysafe,affordablelaunchedspaceship
themoldfromEarth.We wouldconstructthebladdermold wouldrequireonly modestEarthlaunches.The neo-mass
to providemeters-thickwailsandoblatecylindershapes, couldbedeliveredfrom neo-comet(4015)usingsystems
Wewouldinflate the bladder-likemoldwithneo-mass, launchedusingexistinglaunchsystemsandfacilities.
suchaswaterormelted slagfrom space.Whentic
injectedmaterial solidifies,wewouldrotatethevehicle, By the sametoken,a shiptohold 10(X)peopleunder
creatinganartificial gravity in its largevolume, inner similar conditionswouldweighabout 10,000tons.This
regions.Sucha vehiclewouldalsoprovidethe required amountof masswouldbedeliveredby a spacetanker
shieldingfrom both GalacticCosmicRadiationandSolar weighingaboutasmuchasthe USA SpaceShuttle.The
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launched mass would be hundreds of times less than the
ship mass. A 20 ton steam nuclear thermal rocket would ,'_
use about 30,000 tons of water propellant to take such a
ship on the 9 month journey from Earth to Mars. Ali thes_
factors suggest that the discovery of net-mass would 50 to

MercuryenableouraffordabletofirstJupiter.ProaramstepindustrializatiOnwouldFirstbe to verifySleD:°fthethatVerifys°larwe haveSyStemindeedfrom 00 meters
found a useful resource. The inventors and their peers need
to convene to assess the impact of the recent discoveries of

cr

rocket fuel materials in the space near Earth, including an showsbladder
assessment of the state of the art of the required compact mold to form /'
space nuclear propulsion and power systems needed to thickwalls _,,= _"
exploit these resource discoveries. 4ceWe would then need a prospecting and assay
program. The new resources lie somewhere between the
hidden poles of the Moon and the orbit of Jupiter. We need Figure 11 A balloon mold shaped to inflate intothe
telescope searches to find and spectrally characterize form of a space ship wouldallow low mass launches to
whichof the208known NEO's are thebestcandidatesto result inhighmass,largespaceships.Suchslowly
sendprobevehiclesto. Telescopesandastronomersare rotatingships,inflatedwithneo-mass,wouldprovide
inexpensive compared to aerospace activities, nearly complete protection from Galactic Cosmic

We would send fly-by probes and lander/sample Radiation, Solar Flares, zero gravity sickness and
vehicles. About 20 candidates are identified today as very. cramped-space discomfort.
good, and comet 1979 V.z,has zero risk for water content.
We would propose sending small, nuclear powered probes
to fly by and land on the micro-planets, and penetrate and The first program to exploit the discovery of net-fuels
analyze their soils for resources. Nuclear power sources and net-masses would send probes to the most promising
enable missions launchable using existing launch systems, objects identified by ground based telescope searches. The
Preliminary calculations indicate between 20 KW and 200 vehicles would first assay and characterize the comet
KW electric would be required, material and then send samples back to Earth orbit. About

208 candidate objects are known (as of 22 July 1992), of
Similar, nuclear powered robotic probes would collect which about 50 are expected to be good targets.

and retum samples from NEt comets. Nuclear propulsion
lowers the launch weights enough so that existing rockets
can lift them to orbit.
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